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Related network analysis has been applied in many research fields. In the background
where big data brings a lot innovation in data analysis method, the problem of
modeling relational structure for high-dimensional data deserve further investigation
in the field of network analysis. There is a rich literature in estimating the relational
structure from high-dimensional data by assuming the sparsity of network structure,
most of which focused on the time-invariant structure revealed through a certain time
series of entity attributes. However, the network system operate with much
complexity, the relational structure may be dynamic and change across different time
points, which is invisible simply by including the network observations in traditional
time-invariant network context.
In the study of this paper, theories of related network, Markov Random Field and
Ising model is firstly expounded in section 2. In section 3, this paper defines the
dynamic time-varying network in detail and introduce a reweighted l1-regulized
logistic regression method to estimate the dynamic interactions between entities based
on a series of binary expression values, where the projection gradient method is
employed to get optimization solution.
Finally, the simulation studies in discussed in section 4. The empirical study in
section 5 study the dynamic linkage between stocks by estimating the time-varying
network of stock movements, the evolution characteristics of the time-varying stock
network are also presented graphically.
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同相依性又可以分为有向图模型和无向图模型。假定有图 ( , )G V E ，V表示网
络中结点集合，E 是网络中结点之间的关联集合。 结点u V 代表着网络中的一
个个体，在基因网络中，u 作为一个基因存在，在股票网络中，u 是一只股票，
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